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1. Vision Summary 

 

 

1.1  Vision statement 

The communities of the Regional District of Mount Waddington, including local First Nations, 
will continue to benefit widely from the trees, woodlands and forests on private and public lands 
within its boundaries, actively working with all stakeholders to secure local economic, social and 
environmental stewardship of the resource that supports local residents and workers.   
The forestry resource is a central part of our region’s culture, economy and environment.   
 
 
1.2  A local policy for a global industry 
 
The nature of a forestry sector in a rural-remote economy is long-term, necessitating stable 
strategies and plans for the resource throughout the region that secure, as best they can, a 
sustainable socioeconomic future for all communities dependent on tenure holders and forest 
companies.  While the RDMW, representing the nearly 12,000 residents who live here, has little 
beyond an intermittent consultative role in planning or regulating the sector, it does have a 
mandate as a local government to set out principles or policies that its Board believes are 
necessary for community sustainability and successful local enterprise in the most forest 
industry dependent regional district in British Columbia.   
 
1.3  Opportunity and challenge 
 
Forestry can simultaneously generate a renewable source of building materials and other 
products, such as biomass energy, sulphite pulp and carbon sequestration.  Our woodlands are 
a home for world class wildlife and a place for recreation and vacation.  They are also a place 
for training and education, are vital to our sense of community cohesion and provide a clean, 
safe environment for all. 
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Sectoral volatility at international, national and provincial levels continues to present a number 
of important opportunities and challenges for local forestry stakeholders and our communities.  
Changing regional demographics and competitive recruitment conditions for working families 
across Western Canada present additional challenges for small communities and the local 
forestry sector to achieve sustainable local employment and residential stability.  A “rural lens” 
must therefore be applied to sectoral policy and regulation deliberations with a sense of 
urgency. 
 
1.4 A fair share for our region’s communities 
 
The rural-remote communities of the RDMW, backbone of the coastal forest industry, have 
historically been vulnerable to corporate management restructuring, TFL changes, government 
staffing consolidation and technological changes that can cumulatively undermine community 
sustainability, business viability and local government service revenues over time.  Our 
communities seek dialogue with senior government to discuss how the human and fiscal shifts 
away from the region can be reversed or mitigated given the continued and sizeable crown 
revenues generated by the forest industry locally. 
 

 

2. Context:  our regional forest 
sector 

 
2.1 A substantial contributor to the BC working forest economy 
 
The RDMW, with approximately 12,000 residents (or 0.3% of the population of British 
Columbia), is the first regional district to have ever ever held the title of ABCFP BC Forest 
Capital.  An estimated 1,500 people are employed in the sector.   It has been and remains one 
of the largest wood producing areas in British Columbia, representing approximately 5% of the 
province’s Annual Allowable Cut (AAC).  North Island Central Coast Forest District (NICCFD), 
which also covers Central Coast Regional District, regulates and manages approximately 7% of 
the provincial AAC from its operational base in Port McNeill. The NICCFD contains five Tree 
Farm Licences (TFLs) along with the Kingcome and Pacific Timber Supply Areas (TSAs).  Besides 
TFLs other forest tenures include Forest Licences, Community Forest, Woodlots, Timber 
Licences and Forestry Licence to Cut. There is one sulphite Pulp Mill located at Port Alice, one 
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chip plant at Beaver Cove and a few small sawmills. Western Forest Products and Island 
Timberlands are the major Private Forest Land holders. 
 

Tenure AAC generally associated with 

the southern portion of the 

North Island –Central Coast 

District (m3) 

Provincial AAC (m3) 

Timber Supply Areas  

(NICC -Kingcome and Pacific) 

1,340,100 64,687,948 

Tree Farm Licences 

(NICC – 6, 37, 39, 43, 45, 47) 

2,833,983 12,589,677 

Woodlots  

(includes both Crown and private 

land) 

32,300 1,909,000 

Community Forests 10,400 1,272,585 

Totals 4,216,783 80,459,210 

Source:  North Island Central Coast Forest District, 2012  

 
 
 

North Island Central Coast Forest District 

  
 
 

Regional District of Mount Waddington 
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2.2 Tenures 
 
Tree Farm Licences grant the licence holder the exclusive right to harvest timber and manage 
forests in a specified area. The licence may include private land. The term is 25 years, 
replaceable every 5‐10 years. The majority of the harvested volume in the RDMW comes from 
TFLs. The RDMW contains all or portions of TFL 6 (Port McNeill, Port Alice and Holberg), TFL 37 
(Nimpkish Valley), TFL 39 (Port McNeill) TFL 45 (Knight Inlet) and TFL 47 (Bonanza). 
 
Forest Licences (FLs)'s grant the licence holder the right to harvest an Annual Allowable Cut 
(AAC) in a specified TSA or TFL area. The term of an FL is up to 20 years and it may be 
replaced every 5‐10 years. This is the second most common type of forest tenure in the 
RDMW. Harvesting within FLs mainly occurs on the mainland with a portion (about 20%) on 
Vancouver Island. 
 
Non replaceable Forest Licences (NRFLs) grant the right to harvest an Annual Allowable Cut 
(AAC) in a specified TSA or TFL area. The licences have terms of 5‐10 years and are not 
renewable. There are a number of NRFL holders in the RDMW. This tenure is the most common 
form of harvesting rights within First Nations Forest and Range Opportunities (FROs) and Forest 
and Range Agreements (FRAs). 
 
A Woodlot Licence is a legal agreement between the Province of British Columbia 
and the licence holder that grants exclusive rights to manage and harvest Crown timber 
within the woodlot licence area. Woodlot licences are awarded through an advertised, 
competitive application process.   Woodlot licences are small, area-based tenures that combine 
private land with up to 800 hectares of Crown land on the Coast. 
 
A Community Forest tenure is intended to provide new opportunities for community 
management of crown forest land by providing communities with greater opportunity to 
manage local forests. The North Island Community Forest (Port McNeill, Port Alice and Port 
Hardy) is the region’s only such enterprise with 15,000 m3 of annual harvest, but aspirations for 
more. 
 
Forestry License to Cut/ Small Scale Salvage has been used as a tool to salvage and utilize 
timber that would otherwise not have been harvested as well as addressing forest health 
objectives for many years. The scope, size and focus of the program have evolved over the 
years in response to a number of factors including availability of salvage type timber, log and 
lumber markets, timber pricing, the number small scale salvage clients and the implementation 
of the professional application process. There are currently 32 active small scale salvage 
Forestry Licences to Cut in the RDMW. The majority of the salvage involves the harvesting of 
western red cedar shake and shingle material. 
 
The majority of the First Nations tenures within the RDMW have been awarded under Forest 
and Range Agreements. Subsequently, under a further government initiative called the New 
Relationship these agreements were amended and are now known as Forest and Range 
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Opportunity Agreements.  For the most part the tenures to be issued under the FRAs/FROs 
are  non‐replaceable forest licences with a term of 5 years. While the licences are nonreplicable 
the agreements are renewable. Some FRAs have included woodlot licences.  As treaty processes 
continue on the North Island, particular First Nations may become significantly larger 
stakeholders in terms of tenure and private land holdings. 
 
2.3 Forest Companies 
 
Western Forest Products is an integrated Canadian forest products company, managing 
timberlands and producing lumber in coastal British Columbia.   Principal activities conducted 
by Western Forest Products include timber harvesting, reforestation, sawmilling logs into 
lumber and wood chips, and value‐added remanufacturing. WFP’s operations within the 
Regional District of Mount Waddington include harvesting operations in Woss, Port McNeill, 
Port Alice, Holberg and dryland sorting facilities in Port Alice, Port McNeill and Beaver Cove.  
 
Neucel is a specialty cellulose producer whose mill and resource base are located in Port Alice. 
Their cellulose products are used in such applications as pharmaceuticals, electronics, agri‐
chemicals, lacquers, detergents, food thickeners and many other industrial products used 
around the world every day.  Neucel is owned by Fulida Group Holdings Ltd., a rayon producer 
based in Hangzhou, China. 
 
International Forest Products Ltd (Interfor) provides customers with quality wood products. 
They are based in Vancouver, and have timber harvesting rights in various forms of tenure on 
northern Vancouver Island and the adjacent mainland. The full value of these activities to our 
communities is likely substantial, but hard to quantify. 
 
Richmond Plywood Corporation Ltd (Richply) is a 100% Canadian‐owned and operated 
manufacturer of high quality plywood products from the forests of British Columbia. Richply 
purchases logs sold on the open log market, as well as harvests and processes them from their 
own Forest Licence areas where they practice sustainable land management that meets the 
requirements of the Forest and Range Practices Act. In 2004, the British Columbia Forest 
Practices Board honoured Richply with an award for practicing good forest stewardship at their 
Port Hardy operations on northern Vancouver Island. 
 
TimberWest Forest Corporation runs fully contracted harvesting operations and leads the 
coastal industry in the growing and harvesting of second‐growth timber. Almost 80% of the 
Company’s annual private land logging is done in second‐growth stands. TimberWest also owns 
renewable Crown harvest rights to 0.7 million m3 of logs per year, including a Tree Farm 
Licence in the Bonanza Lake and West Cracroft Island areas within the RDMW. TimberWest 
Forest Corp.'s Vancouver Island holdings predominantly support the growth of Douglas fir 
forests, a premium species used for structural building purposes.  
 
Mill & Timber Products Ltd is a privately held company specializing in Western Red Cedar for 
markets in North America, Asia, Australia and Europe. There are two sawmills, a 
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remanufacturing plant and Panabode Log Homes in the Lower Mainland producing many value‐
added products and over 70 million board feet annually. Mill & Timber’s log supply is anchored 
in tenures on the mainland area tributary to Port Hardy.  
 
BC Timber Sales is a stand‐alone organisation within the Province of British Columbia created to 
support revitalisation of the British Columbia forest sector and economy. BCTS develops and 
offers Crown timber for auction to establish market price and cost benchmarks, and capture the 
best possible return for the public resource. On the basis of highest bid, BCTS sells timber to a 
variety of customers, ‐ market loggers, sawmill operators, timber processors, re‐manufacturers, 
and major licensees. Through its employees and private sector contractors, BCTS conducts 
forest planning, timber cruising, layout and engineering, road construction and maintenance, 
bridge installations, and silviculture activities. The Business Area responsible for BCTS in the 
RDMW is Seaward/Tlasta, based in Port McNeill. 
 
LeMare Lake Logging Ltd. is a full‐phase logging company based out of Port McNeill. A local 
employer of approximately 150 people, LeMare Lake Logging is a key player in industrial forest 
operations on the North Island. On an annual basis, LeMare Lake Logging harvests up to 1 
million cubic meters of timber, under a wide‐range of forest tenures, with much of this work 
carried out for local forest companies. 
 
A number of First Nation companies or partnerships like Gwa’Nak Resources, Quatern and Atli 
Resources increasingly create successful opportunities on the forest land base within specific 
traditional territories.  Larger scale opportunities, achieved through treaty settlements or the 
Nanwakolas Council are expected to be created in the future. 
 
The woodlot program in the RDMW is growing.  Woodlots are located on Malcolm Island, Port 
Hardy, Quatsino, Belize and Kingcome Inlets. 
 
2.4 Consulting Firms 
 
Within the RDMW there are a number of consulting firms that specialize in natural resource 
management. Local consulting firms employ forest professionals from all over the North Island, 
and carry out a significant amount of the inventory, planning, and operational implementation 
work required by local forest companies, government, First Nations, and other clients. 
 
The Strategic Group, established in 2001, is a professional consulting firm specializing in natural 

resource management. They provide professional services, such as resource reconnaissance 

and inventory, planning, project management, and operational implementation to forest 

companies, public and private utilities (BC Hydro, BCTC, and IPP’s), mining companies, First 

Nations, government (municipal, provincial & federal), BC Parks, property developers and 

tourism operators. Their staff includes Foresters, Technologists, Engineers, Biologists, 

Geographers, GIS Analysts and others. 
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3. How we measure 
socioeconomic success 

 
3.1 Supporting the forest sector and the role of communities 
 
In general, support remains strong for forestry uses conducted in a manner that demonstrates 
responsible management practices and that meet all relevant provincial, federal and local 
government policies and regulations as the main use on Crown lands.  The RDMW recognizes 
and supports its working forests and recognizes the value of long term tenures associated with 
productive forest lands.  
 
The critical role of communities – separately or collectively – having a continued consultative 
role in harvesting, service, operational, tenure or other pertinent review processes must 
continue.  Active community engagement, communication and consultation are critical 
measures of success insofar that understanding the sector’s impacts at the community level is 
of paradigm importance to all stakeholders. 
 
3.2 Definition of local benefits by third party certification schemes 
 
Where industry activities fall within our regional district boundaries, the acceptable definition 
of local social and economic forestry sector benefits must be applied principally to the 
communities and First Nations within the Regional District of Mount Waddington.  
 
Where a stakeholder is certified by a third party such as FSC, CSA or SFI and holds this definition 
to be territorially broader than the regional district for their certification process evaluation or 
audit, the regional district expects stakeholders to additionally quantify and qualify their 
socioeconomic impacts to the locally acceptable definition. 
 
3.3 Ecosystem Based Management methodologies 
 
Ecosystem Based Management (EBM) of the forest resource is supported in principle as long as 
the methodological commitment to fully-functioning human communities is applied to the 
appropriate local or geographic level(s) for the forest resources in question, further outlined in 
8.1 with respect to biodiversity considerations.   
 
The appropriate socioeconomic impact area, as outlined in 3.1, is principally the communities 
and First Nations within the boundaries of the Regional District of Mount Waddington.  
Implementation of the EBM ethos at an inappropriate spatial scale extending well beyond the 
regional district (outside of the acceptable definition of “local area”) essentially removes both 
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the economic and social legs from the sustainability stool the methodology is intended to 
advance, devaluing third party certification schemes that have a sustainability ethos (e.g. 
Principle 4 of the FSC Regional Certification Standards for British Columbia) from an adjacent 
community’s standpoint. 
 

 

4. Fostering employment, enterprise 
and skills 

 
 
4.1 Secondary processing or value-added opportunities 

 
The regional district must be more than an area of primary forest harvesting. While large scale 
processing in the form of a sulphite pulp mill is present locally, secondary processing or 
manufacturing initiatives and enterprises for viable small to medium enterprises (SMEs) in 
towns and unincorporated areas must be explored through targeted schemes, including 
venture capital programs for rural entrepreneurs in support of smaller commercial economies 
of scale.   
 
The industrial cluster of Northland Powerchips, Sea Soil, Marine Harvest Canada and WFP in 
Beaver Cove is a perfect example of what can be further aspired to for the development of 
SMEs.  Larger scale sawmill concepts are to be supported if long term log supply can be  
secured within the region and the local labour market can demonstrably support such an 
enterprise without harming other local industries (and their wood fibre access ) upon which 
communities already depend. 
 
4.2  Community-level enterprises and access to wood fibre 
 
Community forests, woodlots and local First Nation forestry enterprises and partnerships with 
licensees are positive for our communities, particularly where secondary processing or 
manufacturing is a local benefit of locally held Annual Allowable Cuts.   Such small-to-medium-
enterprises often require more assistance with recognised industry certification processes, 
access to wood fibre and other small business barriers for their products.  The sale of short 
term and small business access to timber for local contractors and businesses is also supported. 
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4.3 Local education and training 
 

Sectoral education and training of local youth and other residents with appropriate skill sets 
must be treated as an economic development priority in rural areas by both senior 
government and forest industry stakeholders.   Programming cannot be tied to real time job 
openings in rural areas and must take a longer view of building skill sets and modern 
apprenticeships to facilitate sustainable succession planning.   
 
Regional post-secondary institutions and their Boards, if involved, must be compelled to 

guarantee programming within communities before being handed financial resources by senior 

government or industry.  Industry is encouraged to invest in visible training and apprenticeship 

opportunities in our rural communities, First Nations and schools to address their actual and 

projected skill gaps before they become critical and force damaging human resource 

restructuring and centralisation plans. 

 

 

5. Retaining rural jobs and 
management 

 
5.1 Strategies for unincorporated communities 

 
The unincorporated communities of Woss and Holberg remain deeply forest dependent and 
economically active, but struggle to recruit working families or diversify in any feasible way.  
Forest industry stakeholders and a variety of public sector entities must explore innovative 21st 
Century approaches to sustaining small resource communities and preserving essential services 
for recruitment like elementary schools and recreational infrastructure. 
 
5.2 A locally-based, family friendly workplace 
 
The forestry sector workplace must be resident and family friendly.  Scheduling patterns that 
support out-of-town/ camp-style contracting activities are only welcome where they strongly 
support employment and business for local workers and firms from within the region.  Practices 
that undermine community-building efforts, safety and reduce added value from the local 
forest land base must be discouraged strongly at all levels of public policy. 
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5.3 Respect for and retention of BC Public Service employees in the local area 
 

Provincial regulation and oversight of the sector governs activities on the forest land base.  The 
agents of the Province are a significant local body of the provincial public service employees, 
based in our region.  They are valued members of and working families within our regional 
community.    This family of key public servants must be grown, with a rural retention and 
succession policy or regulation in place that supersedes conventional public sector hiring 
approaches and competition restrictions.  In the same spirit, accommodation of employees or 
applicants must never go so far as to move their job to a city outside of the Regional District.   
Overt attrition, redeployment or redundancy in favour of centralized urban-based management 
is to be resisted on the grounds of rural sustainability and responsible resource stewardship.   
 
5.4  Resource-adjacent management 
 
Senior level managers and staff in the forestry sector can only manage the forestry base 

effectively, sensitively and sustainably from offices and homes within the region. Their 

relocation to our region is strongly encouraged and supported as urban-based management 

promotes the attrition, redeployment and redundancy of local jobs. 

 

 

6. Recreation and other land uses 

 
6.1  Community aesthetic values and the visitor economy 
 
Harvesting and reforestation strategies in locations of high public visitation and popular scenery 
or wildlife can be prone to generating unnecessary discord with the public and niche 
stakeholders.  Stakeholders in the forest industry, in accordance with professional forest 
practice codes, must be sensitive to the appearance of the community interface, highway 
corridor and areas of popular recreation and tourism.  This is important to both residents and 
commercial participants in the visitor economy.   
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6.2 Resource roads as arterial corridors for amenity and other uses 
 
Resource roads within the forested land base are key amenity corridors for unincorporated 
communities, Provincial Parks and recreation sites as well as the forestry sector.  These roads 
must be adequately maintained and used to protect public backcountry access and the surface 
condition of the arterial highway.  The onus for this maintenance falls on the bodies responsible 
for economic, social and environmental assets on Crown land and they must each contribute 
financially to ensure continued easy public access to priority locations on Crown land. 
 
6.3  Recreation and Trails British Columbia 
 
Partnerships with Recreation and Trails British Columbia to legally establish, maintain and 
improve existing Crown forest recreation sites and trails have improved progressively since 
2010.  Greater progress could be made by just one provincial public service employee, based 
within the RDMW, being added to the Discovery Coast Recreation District to facilitate local, on-
site management of resources and contracts. 
 
6.4  Private managed forest land and conversions to residential or other uses 
 
Through the 2004 Regional Plan, the creation of new settled areas is discouraged. Holders of 
private managed forest land or recently converted lands are expected to discuss their plans 
with local government and provide some assurance that any residential or other proposal will 
neither harm forestry sector operations nor reduce Annual Allowable Cuts and long term 
timber supply projections in the adjoining Tree Farm Licenses. 
 
6.5 Alternative energy generation, transmission and distribution 
 
The RDMW supports the sustainable and strategic growth of an alternative energy  sector 
within the forested land base, as per its Alternative Energy Vision (2012), encouraging a long 
term view to private or public transmission line construction that minimises losses to the forest 
lands over time. 
 
6.6 Non-timber forest products 
 
A tenure system for the management and harvesting of non-timber forest products is 
supported, particularly for commercially viable enterprises. 
 
6.7 Regional district bylaws and provincial regulations 
 
All pertinent Regional District of Mount Waddington bylaws must be respected, irrespective of 
senior government flexibility that might make adherence optional.  In the same spirit, all 
provincial laws and regulations must be respected. 
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7. Valuing unique resources 
and infrastructure 

 

7.1 Maximising the resources available 
 
High productivity must be encouraged and expected from industry stakeholders working on the 
forest land base.  Appropriate levels of species diversity, replanting and silviculture in general 
must be deployed to ensure that local communities, today and tomorrow, get the most out of 
the forest land base. 
 
7.2 Industrial railway assets 
 
The Nimpkish Valley railway, currently part of the WFP Englewood Division, is a unique, 
sustainable approach to forest harvesting in North America, of which this region is rightly 
proud.  It should be viewed more as an environmentally positive mode of commercial 
transportation than a quaint anachronism.    
 
As well as being part of this region’s living industrial heritage, the railway is also a substantial 
source of taxation revenue for local government services.  Every effort must be made by 
government and industry to preserve its viability, ‘green’ credentials and encourage those who 
own it now and in the future to adapt it as a symbol of prestigious environmental stewardship 
that contrasts sharply with conventional highway truck logging economic models. 
 
7.3  BC Parks in the RDMW 
 
Provincial Parks within the RDMW must be recognised as important public and visitor economy 
resources within the forested land base and have their access and overall care managed locally 
by provincial public service employees based within the RDMW.  Our over one dozen Provincial 
Parks currently lack the due care and investment they clearly merit from management units 
based outside of the region. 
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8. Balancing the economy with the 
environment 

 
8.1 Biodiversity and communities 
 
While every effort can and must be made to preserve general biodiversity and species at risk 
within our forest land base, such considerations (and their regulatory impacts on the forestry 
sector) must include a scan of local human economic systems in the rural economy and fairly 
assess the potential impacts of regulation on individual communities as well as large corporate 
entities.  Communities themselves can easily become endangered in rural-remote areas if their 
economic raison d’etre is undermined.  The onus of socioeconomic damage mitigation must be 
firmly placed in the hands of senior government when such situations arise. 
 
8.2 Habitat restoration and protection 
 
Continued and improved management and support for salmonid habitat enhancement, old 
growth management areas and conservation areas is encouraged, notwithstanding the 
consideration of policy 8.1. 
 
 
8.3 A local Conservation Officer Service presence 
 
The BC Conservation Officer Service’s local presence, effectively dismantled by management 
units based outside of the RDMW in 2012, provides forest industry and community 
stakeholders with little service in a region famous for its wildlife interactions.  Locally based 
provincial public service employees, not the RCMP, must be the primary providers of 
Conservation Officer services.  
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The intention of this policy 
document is to generate 
discussion and regular review of 
local priorities associated with the 
forestry sector and forest land 
base within the Mount 
Waddington region.  It will be 
periodically reviewed. 
 
If, as a local stakeholder or 
representative of industry or 
government, you have ideas or 
recommendations for change in 
this document in future, please 
send the feedback to the Regional 
District of Mount Waddington. 
 
 

 

 

 
Regional District of Mount Waddington 
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